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he has not quite outgrown. With a
CANDIDATE
FOR COMMISSIONER
degree in his pocket, he thought he
OF PUBLIC LANDS IS STALknew enough to get married and led
WART REPUBLICAN.
to the altar Miss M. Earnest, also a
native of the Quaker City. This time
4.. 4 4. 4. y 4 he made no mistake, as his own, rotund figure and healthy countenance
f Robert P. Ervien, candidate
for comm'ssioner
of public V abundantly testifies to the world.
41 Only a
,
lands.
happy husband carries around
4-Age 44 years.
that sort of a beautlflc, cherubic apBorn at Ogontz, near Phlla- pearance. There are two jsons, alPa.
f delphla.
f most grown to 'man's stature, and
Scotch-Irisand German f they give every evidence of having In:f
parentage.
herited their father's sagacity and
Graduated
from pwarth- liveliness and their mother's virtues.
more.
Pennsylvania wasn't big enough for
he
f Received degree Bachelor of ; Ervien after ha had a wife and1890
Science, 1888.
struck out for New Mexico in
Civil engineer of P. & R.
and he settled down at the first place
,
f
this side of the Colorado, Oklahoma
railroad,
f
4' ' Came to Clayton, New Mex- and Texas' boundary, Clayton,' the
21
Ico,
years
ago.
f
county seat of Union. There wasn't
much to Clayton until Ervien arrived.
Secretary and then manager ,
4- - of Mercantile company.
f Together with several other pioneers
he made It a live wire in every sen?o
4 Ran for. county treasurer
and helped to make Union 4 of the word. . He became secretary
4 and manager of the Clayton Commer-cla- l
county republican.
4-electric
in
4
light
Engaged
company. His spare moments he
v
'
'
4and water supply' business In 4 occupied with building electric light
4 and water plants at Clayton and dot4 Oklahoma and New Mexico.
4:
Appointed land commission- - 4 ting the map with them even across
4-- er In 1907.
the boundary in Oklahoma.
4"
Married has two sons.
4 As a Scotch-Iris- h
Pennsylvania
4 4 4 4 Dutch citizen he could not keep out
4 4. 4. 4.
cf politics. He ran for count f treasRobert P. Ervien, present commis- urer and was defeated by 15 votes,
sioner of public lands and candidate Union county being a rank demoon the republican ticket for the same cratic county.
This aroused his
office, was born on December 7, 1866. "Dutch." Union county has been re
He was born at Ogontz, the classic publican ever since, and the biggest
suburb of Philadelphia, which ac- republican majority in its history
's
counts for his being a religious will be cast on November 7, for
reader of the Philadelphia Record,
and Bob Ervlen's sake.
the rankost democratic daily in the
In March, 1907, former Governor
United States, and an admirer of the Herbert J. Hagerman appointed Rob- cartoons of Del Mar. He says It er P. Ervien commissioner of, public
makes him a better republican.
lands. It was that Swarthmore deand gree that did the work. At least HaHe was born of Scotch-Iris- h
This accounts german did not survive Ion;? thereGerman parentage.
for his mulish stubbornness. When after and received his "conire" from
Bob Ervien once has his mind set Theodore Roosevelt a few montlw afthat a thing Isn't square, all the po- terward. Under Raynolds, Curry and
litical wire pulling and all the king's Mills Ervien found himself In more
horses and all the king's men, can- congenial company. His faultless adnot make him change his course. His ministration of the public lands and
ancestors were among those who his enthusiasm for good roads, have
made it uncomfortable for the Hes added to his popularity an.l the reslans around Philadelphia and socked spect and esteem In which he U held
to such an extent, there were three
It to the British' at Brandywine.
His father tor 35 years and more democratic leaders, who confessed to
was a famous manufacturer of pltch- - a nrAmfiiant vamihllmn ttin rinv fiftnv
'
V
forks. This accounts for BoV third Itfcfir ticket was named:
"The election of wo of your men
fault. He H a practical Joker. Other
fallings he has- none, for he Is a good we concede right from the start. Er''wa?k-over.- "
politician,, a' faithful public servant, vien and Clancy, will have a
Ervien has traveled all over
does not beat his wife and loves his
the territory and his memory is kept
children and a good meal.
Ervien went to public schools, not fragrant In every bailiwick he. has
because he ,Hked to, but. (because visited, for he is a natural born
his' father compelled him. Thane booster. There Is no guile in him.
were eight children and the subject
If this biographical sketch Is not
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YOU WILL WANT A NEW FALL COAT FOR

.

A little Danderine now will immediitely double
the beauty of your hair No diilerence how dull,
with
faded, brittle and scraggy, just moisten a cloth
Danderine and carefully draw it through your ha!r11
The effect
taking one unall strand at a time. will
be light,
immediate and amazing your hair
of abunfluffy and wavy and have an appearance
dance j an incomparable lustre, softness and luxuhair health.
riance, the beauty and shimmer of true
of Danderine,
Try a you will after an application
of dandruff or a loose
you cannot find a single trace will not
itch, but
or falling hair and your scalp
what will please you most will be after a few week t
use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
hair-sprodowny at

really new

first-yes- -but

Anheuser-Busc- h.

It's the emblem of Quality and Purity

"Tim OldReBaUe"
It standalone at the top of the worldVbottled beers, because
we use only the cream of each yearns crop of Barley and selected
Saazer Hops. It is thoroughly aged in'the largest storage cellars
in the world. Its mildness and low percentage of alcohol makes
it friend EVERYWiiCfUE,
cotkt 6r crown

Anheuscr-Eucc- h
""' St. Louis, Mo.

cap) at tke

Brewery

B. R McGUIRE
Distributor

'

N. M.

and Elegance
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You need not waste time looking any further or waiting for the
best styles any longer the finest coats that the most skillful tailors
have fashioned are here in extensive assortments.
There's almost AO limit
. Any kind of a coat you want is here.
sizes every one fresh
the
and
to the styles, the fabrics, the colors

'

w

and new, smart and becoming, serviceable and moderately priced.
'' '
'
V;
V V
": .'
"
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as sedate as those that preceded it,
"Bob" Ervien la to blame. "When
asked for his autobiographical data,
he forked over six short lines ana
it was at once, suspected that there
was something darTc and hidden in
his career and Investigations were
set on foot that disclosed the whole
sinister secret as above revealed.

FOREST RANGERS

BATHE

WITH

BEASTS
IT IS A WAR OF WITS BETWEEN
UNCLE SAM'S MEN AND WILD
ROVERS OF WOODS.
"

-

'

.

Washingotn,y)ct. 19. One of the
duties of Uncle Sam's forest rangers
is to kill "varmints" that destroy
cattle, sheep and other domestic animals, In the western' states, where
bears, mountain lions, wolves, coyotes, wildcats and lynxes are plentiful, and annual damage from wild
beasts runs Into millions. Last year
forest rangers killed 7,971 destruct
ive animals. The reports . just, out
show that 213 bears, 8S mountain
lions, 172 wolves, 69 wolf pups, 6,487
coyotes, 870 wildcats and 72 lynxes
fell before the rangers' guns.
,
In addition tp their efforts after
anjjmals thai are harmful to live"
stock and to game animals and birds,
forest officers have made headway
against the prairie dog, which eats,
as much as sheep.
one thirty-seconThe biological survey estimates that
one grown wolf will destroy about
$1,000 worth of stock a year, and that
the average family of wolves .will
get at least $3,000 worth. The stock
killed by wolves Is principally cattle.
Calves ' and yearlings are generally
selected by them for slaughter, but
if these cannot' be readily had, cows
and even full grown steefB are killed.
An Old cattleman who was giving
bis experience to some forest rangers
told: of seeing a family of wolves tear
flesh from a year old steer: as he
ran bellowing across an open' field.
"I waB walking," said the- - cattleman, "when I came upon the wolves
after the steer. I yelled to frighten
them. The sound of my voice made
every one of them, nine In, all, stop
and look. They did not know what
to make of me, as they were used to
seeing men on horseback, but not o'i
foot. They quit the steer and came
toward me. At 'first I wanted to run
but soon realized that they intended
no harm. When about 300 yards from
me they'1 separated"' into1 iwo ' gangs
and passed to my right nd left and
went on about their business. The'
poor steer was almost dead from
fright and. the loss Of blood. His
hind quarters were badly torn."
It Is said by stockmen that wolves
in "Wyoming kill from 10 to 20 per
cent of .the annual increase of the
herds.. In some sections of Montana
they ave just as bad.
problem of the examination of predatory animals," said John
A. Rhodes, a guard of the Forest service, "is one that calls for determined
and persistent labor along lines that
are practical, at the hands of men
who are accustomed to the country,
thoroughly understand the habits of
'

'

'

Besides Insuring Absolute Style, Perfect Pit and Utmost
Service by Choosing Now, You Will Also Save, pri Your
We Bought These, Garments at Unusually

Purchase.

,

roots, invigorays and strengthens them. Itsabunproperties cause the hair to grow
dantly long, strong and beautiful.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
yourself tonight now that your liair is as pretty
and soft aw any that it has been neglected or injured
can
by careless treatment that's all you surely
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you will just
try a little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you.

d

is the time honored trade mark of

Originality

Mark Our Collection of Separate Coats.

all over the scalp.' '
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right to the

.
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This Kingly Bird Within the Letter

Fashion Says Thai Separate

Will-- For

Coats Will Be Worn This Autumn More Extensively

S

.4
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Of Course, You

i

?

Than Ever Before.

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

-

Bur-sum-

X

trous and Eeautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse

.

Las Vegas

YOURSELF OR DAUGHTERS

Soft, Fluffy, Lus-

Hair Becomes

h

BottUj mI? wit ft

19, 1911.

Grows hair and we
can prove it

f

-
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THE TICKET

.

1

THURSDAY,

Favorable Prices and Give You the Full Benefit of Our
Good Fortune.

,
"

"

.

Every coat we show is exclusive in style. Your neighbor, or
friend CANNOT have a coat like yours if you buy it here.
.

il

Children's Coats

the wild animals and are familiar
with the means of their

,

"Where hunters are employed the
use of poison as a means of extermination stands first. Its advantage
lies in the ease and rapidity with
which it can be handled. Where the
labor of a half dozen men would be
required in setting and watching a
line of traps, one man could easily
cover the same country with poison.
The greater the number of baits '.he
greater the chances for killing.
"For bait fresh rabbitJ meat 5js
the best, but if this is not to be had,
boiled ham, fresh liver, mutton or
beef tallow, bacon or quail are fair
The quail, if broiled,
substitutes.
and the breast meat used is almost
equal to the rabbit. Never poison anything containing a bone. Never touch
the bait" with the hand's or any other
- ;
r
part of the. bojly.t. "Strychnine Is the best poisMV Or
dinarily, as much aa can be held up
on the point of a large blado of a
pocket knife will prove fatal to r.ny
animal. This quantity should be put
in the center of a cigarette paper,
the sides of which must be gathered
together around the poison and the
end securely tied, forming a capsule.
Dip the capsule in a can of melted
mutton or beef tallow, using wooden
tweezerg to handle it with and hold
It there until it well Coated , and
then drop it into
bottle.
When the bottle is well filled with
capsules you cork' It tight so that the
contents will not' be exposed to barn
or house odors. r
'"Bash ff the poisoned capsules is
put in a piece ot meat, which, in
turn,. Is dropped into ft fruit Jar and
shut up tight.
Every precaution
must be taken not to touch the meat
with anything that will leave an
odor. Always drop the bait from a
horse, leaving it in some place where
coyotes or wolvesk cross or travel.
"Never dismount, but take particu
of each bait.
lar note of
Deposit the baits in the afternoon .
and gather them up in the morning--

to

$1.50

$7.50

,

Misses'

Coats

$3.50 to $15.00

Women's

Coats

-

$7.50 to $35.00

:
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Do not leave them out all day."

The government

that hunters

the reason that they do not want to
'kill the goose that lays the golden
egg." They destroy male wolves and
coyotes but protect the females.
The professional hunter or trapper
is tricky.
Two brothers jmadef ay
small fortune operating In different
states.. One lived in Arizona where
wolves are abundant and the other in
Wisconsin, where sheep are plentiful
and bounties high. The man in Ari
zona shipped scalps to the one in
Wisconsin, who in turn, collected
a bounty for each one from the
v
i
,r
county.
VeriiOn Bailey of the bureau of bi
ology in discussing the bounty sys
tem said: "It has everywhere proved
an Incentive to fraud, and thousands
are wasted annually in
of dollars
paying bounties on coyote scalps offered in place of wolves, and on
scalps of dogs, foxes, coons, badgers
and even eats, which are palmed off
for wolves and coyotes. In orderto
reduce this deception to a minimum
vthe government '"has issued a 'key to
and coyote
animals on which"
N
bounties are often paid.' "
KENTUCKY

' of

It is 'the duty
every expectant
mother to prepare her system for the
coming of her KtUe pne ; to avoid as
tar as possible uie souenng of sucu
occasions, and endeavor to pass
through, the crisis with her health
and strength unimpaired.
This she
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so
long in use, and accomplished so
much good, that it is in no sense an
experiment, but a preparation which
always produces the best results. It
is for exernal application and so pen
etrating in its nature as to thoroughjy
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before
baby comes. It aids' nature by expanding the skin and tissues, relieves
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
prepares the system for natural and
safe motherhood.
Mother's Friend
has been used and endorsed by thousands of mothers, and its use will
prove a comfort and a benefit to any
woman in need of such a remedy.
Mother's Friend
is sold at drug
stores. Write for
free book for
expectant moth
.

XIOTnEHS

ers, whicn

con- -

'

tains much valuable information.
BRADTZLD REGULATOR

CO.,

Adata.

Go.

employes claim

"Dieimond M"
"Old Homestead"
Boss Patent"

who kill wild animals
for the bounty do not exterminate for

"

SUNDAY

The LeadInjf Brands

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas

Charles Ilfeld CompaLny
New Mexico's Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors

WEDS ARMY AERONAUT
Hansfield, O., Oct 1 9. The wed
ding of Miss Gertrude Jenner, a mem'
her of one of the oldest families of
Mansfield, and Lieutenant Frank B.
Lahm of the Seventh United States
cavalry, took place today at the borne
of the bride's parents in this city.
Lieutenant Lahm is widely known as
an aeronautic expert and is the head
of the balloon corps of the United
States army.
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SCHOOLS

Louisville, Kyi, Oct 19. The largest and most notable convention in
the history of the Kentucky Sunday
an
school association ihe forty-fift- h
nual meeting of that organizatfon
opened in this city today, to con
tinue over Sunday.- - Half a dozen
churches will be used for the meet
ings, which will be addressed by not
ed Sunday school workers from many
parts of the country.

of High Patent Flour

P

Some habits one should want to break and
'
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all ronad;
'
good habit anyone can have.
.

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Wan Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "leadr" will surely get quick
success.

-

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want whem
they want

-

your Want Ads. to The Optie
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cu'e. B. W. GROVE'S sig
nature is on each bos. 25c.

,
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Paper Costume Party.
girl noted for taer clever parties
lamed this Invitation:
A.

A Paper Gown
Red, white or blue;
Or any shad
Preferred by you.
We ask you to wear
Next Thursday night,
And be preaent to witneaa
A pretty sight.
Judges will reign in majesty
And award the prises
Of which there are three.
First. teauty we seek.
Originality, too,
Or, If the most comical.
We'll give to you
dainty little gift
That you'd love to win-N- ow
please don't be late
For at eight we begin.
So wear your paper gown
And bring a heart full of cheer.
And I'm certain this party
Will be remembered all the year

v

.A

Crepe papers are so beautiful that
the judges had a difficult time rendering their decisions. Tarleton may
.be used as a foundation for the
dresses.
One especially amusing costume was
;
made from Pels Naphtha soap wrappers, the girl called., herself "AUnty
.Drudge." "Aunt Jemima's Pancake
Flour" was also represented and one
girl made a decided hit as the "Local
News," her costume being entirely of
newspapers.
k

,'

Grown-U-

p

p

'

A Tree Bazar.
the Ladies' Aids and Guilds are
keen after ideas to add money to the
treasury. I think the scheme outlined
a delightful one for this season of the
year. It calls for eight trees, which
may be dead ones or live ones, as the
case may be. Decorate entirely with
large potted plants and autumn leaves
with wild grape vine and woodbine if
obtainable. The crepe papers that
come In leaf design will work in
beautifully with this decoration and
an entire arbor or lattice may be
made by cutting out paper leaves and
pinning on the trellis. Oleanders and
rubber plants help out, too.
Tables may be placed in front of
the trees, making booths, the top,
AH

PLEA FOR SUFFRAGE
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 19. Delegates
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
to the forty-thirannual convention
t the National
American Woman
Suffrage association took Louis? IT a
Viola Allen's "Lady Godiva" play is
by storm today. The women have
to be called "The Lady of Coventry."
come from every section o' the counMaerterlinck is writing a new fairv
try, prepared to give to "the cause"
play for production In London next
the most notable impetus . since the
season. .
inception of the equal franchise
Edna Goodrich is to appear in vau
movement. The hostelries of the city
deville with the English comedian, G.
are taxed to provide accommodations
P. Huntley.
for the visitors and many of them
Henry Mortimer has written a play
are entertained in private homes.
called "His Knightly Honor," in wtairh
The program for the five days' ses
he will appear himself.
sion is pronounced the best ever preDorothy Dorr will soon come forth
pared for a convention of the assoIn the title role of a play by Miss
WHY HESITATE?
ciation. There will be reports from
Geraldine Bonner, entitled "Bob's
each of the delegations representing
,
Sister."
An Offer. That Involves no Money their respective states. These reRisk if You Accept It
"The Convict" has been decided on
ports will embody a narration of the
for the name of Guy Bates Post's .We are so positive our remedy 1ll progress made during the past year,
new play by Edward Childs Carpen- completely . relieve constipation, no the plans of campaign found most
' j" matter how chronic It may be, that effective in the different localities and
ter.
"A Modern Marriage," "in which we offer to furnish it free of all cost an exchange of ideas through debate.
;
:
Cyril Scott started out to star, did if It failg.- -'
It is in the number and prominnot pleasure up to expectations,, so
Constipation Is commonly fc&used ence of the speakers, however, that
he is to substitute "Speed."
by weakness of the nerves and mus- the present convention promises to
Kate Rorke, who was Charles cles' or the . large intestine. To ex- - eclipse all of Its predecessors. Head
Wyncfham's leading lady 25 years ago
pecta cure you must therefore tone ing the list is the Rev. Anna Howard
is playing in the newest Drury Lanf, up And strengthen those organs and Shaw of Philadelphia, the president
melodrama. '
of the national organization and the
restore', thenj" to healthier activity.
Announcement has 'been made Ini We want.vyou to try Rexall Order- most prominent advocate of equal
!
fio.f To ir A Trl n nw.
rfis?Sn
nn
lies on' our guarantee. , They are eat rights since the days of . Elizabeth
tained ttje American rights to "The en like candy, and are particularly Cady Stanton and Susan B. Antnony.
Spider's Web, a play by Austin good for children. ' They seem to act Others who will "be heard at the sev
C
Strong.
direcyy onl the nerves and muscles eral sessions include Miss Jane Ad- Bob ; JUtisimmons ia to appear in of the boweje. They apparently have dams of Chicago, Miss Mary Johnvaudeville In a playlet by Jack Lon- a neutral action on, the other organs. son, the Virginia novelist; Mrs. "TV P.
don called "Her Birth Mark." His They do not purge or cause other in- O'Connor, wife of tie noted Irish
leading woman will be Magda Dahl convenience. We will refund your journalist and xnember of parliament;
Frank Keenan, report has It, has money lf they do not overcome chron Mrs. Desha Breckrenridge, the Kenleft the oast of "A Million," and will ic or habitual constipation and thus tucky suffrage leader; Misa M. Carey
be replaced by T. Daniel Frawley. aid to relieve the myriads of asso Thomas,
president of Bryn Mawr col
Mr. Keenan will return to vaudeville. ciate or dependent chronic ailments,
lege; Mrs. Emmellne Pankhurst the
Twenty-fivyears ago Forbes Rob- Try Rexall Orderlies at our risk. English suffrage leader, and Mrs. Car
ertson was a member of Mary Ander- Three sizes, 10c, 25c, and 60c. Sold oline Bartlett Crane of Michigan
son's company, and In that capacity only at our" store The Rexall Store.
Though a convention of women and
waa making a tour of the United E. G. Murphey.
In the cause of women, the fair sex
States.
do not Intend to monopolize the progWeedon Grossmlth's venture with
MR. SHERMAN PRESIDES
ram. Dr. Harvey M. Wiley, the pure
"Baby Mine" on the other side of the
Lake Mohonto, N. T., Oct 19. Vice food expert, will be among the speakAtlantic has attained to 250 perform- President Sherman is presiding at the ers, also Mayor Brand Whitlock of
ances, and toe play Is as popular as annual
Mohonk
of the
Lake
meeting Toledo and Omar Garwood
ever.
Friends of the Indian and Colorado Equal Rights association.
of
A big production will be made Other
Peoples, which Senator La Follette of Wisconsin has
Dependent
two advised the association that he will
for a
shortly of James Montgomery's news- met
here today
paper play, "Jimmie, Jr.," which has days" session.
The conference, as be here to deliver an address if his
been given a successful tryout in Los its name implies, is interested In pro other engagements permit.
'
Angeles recently.
moting the welfare of the American
Stephen Phillips has written a new Indians, Porto Ricans, Filipinos and
HISTORIANS MEET
play called "Pietro of Sienna," the other peoples over whom the United
Madison Wis., Oct. 19. The Wis
first of his plays to be produced since States government has been placed consln State Historical society held
his "Faust." It will be staged by the in the position of guardianship.
its annual meeting here today with
Drama Society of London.
a large attendance of members. The
Edward Peple, author of "Prince
principal feature of the program was
Chap" and "The Littlest Rebel," has
The only kind of red hair a wo- a paper presented by Professor
just finished another play called "The man likes to have is not the real
B. Grsen of the University of
Call of the Cricket, ' in which Beulab thins.
Illinois.
,

front and sides being covered with
cheesecloth on which paper leaves are
pasted or pinned. If, a grape arbor
can be constructed, tea and other
beverages or light refreshments may
be served from small tables underneath the enclosure thus made. Electric lights placed among the leaves
adds to the effect if the affair is held
over into the evening. At the end
of the arbor, have grape Juice, grape
Jelly and raisins for sale.
Here is the list of trees which may
be arranged around the room as best
suits the committees: "The Pair
Tree;" on its boughs hang everything
that comes in pairs, like scissors, tied
with ribbons, slippers, (knitted or era
chet, or ribbon or leather), mittens,
gloves, cups and saucers, twin bottles
of perfume, combs and brushes, cuff
links, etc.; on fhe table have spiced
pears, pear marmalade, canned pears,
candy boxes.
The Peach Tree Decorate with real
peaches, which may be tied to the
branches if a real bearing tree is not
obtainable. vQn the table serve peach
ice cream, peach shortcake, marma,
lade, spiced peaches, etc.
The Palm Tree has real palms do
nated by a florist, to be sold on commission, and back of the palms have
'
a, fortune .teller.
The Orange Tree is literally covered
with orange-colorepaper, fruit, each
containing an article worth five or ten
cents; this takes the place of the
grab bag found at most church affairs.
It may be presided over by quite a
young girl and should prove a lucrative attraction, as its "fruit" will be
all clear profit. The table next this
should contain orange marmalade,
candled orange peel, orange-colores
and orange cake. Orange
Ice may be served, also orangeade.
For the Banana Tree have bunches
of real bananas; in cities banana- shaped candy boxes are obtainable.
The Date Tree will have all sorts of
calendars, engagement' tablets, note
books, telephone lists, diaries, in fact
everything with which to make or
keep a date. Sell stuffed dates, plain
dates, date cake, etc., on the table in
front of the tree. Suspend small articles from its branches.
The Sugar Plum Tree will have
candy canes hung on its branches,
bags of candy, and all sorts of lollipops and sweetmeats for sale.
A lemon tree may be added, or any
others at the discretion of tllose in
charge.
pear-shape- d'

:
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For September.
Remember that this month claims
the sapphire for Its Btone, the morning glory for its flower and it is considered a most auspicious month for
marriages. Here is a verselet for a
maiden who has a birthday in September's thirty days:

'
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The following letter from Mrs. Orville Rock will prove how unwise
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it

may be avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
She was four weeks in the hospital and came home suffering
worse than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia & Pink-ham's Vegetable Compound restored her health.
HERE IS HER OWN STATEMENT.
Paw Paw, Mich. "Two years aeo I suffered
very severely with a displacement I could not
be on my feet for a long: time. My physician
treated me for several ntonths without much relief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an operation. I was there four weeks and came home
suffering worse than before. My mother advised ne to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
y
I am well and
Compound, and I did.
my
strong and do all my own housework. I owe
health to Iydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comis
woman
afflicted
who
advise
and
every
pound
with any female complaint to try It." Mrs.
Orville Rock, R. R. No. 5, Paw Paw, Mich.
"The never was a worse case."
Rockpori, Ind. " There nevp r was a worse case of woman's
Ills than mine, and I cannot begin to tell you what I suffered.
For over two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed

--

To-da-

for a month and the doctor said nothing but an operation would
cure me. My father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
wonderCompound; so to please him I took it, and I improved rides
and
fully, so I am able to travel, ride horseback, take long
can
never feel any ill effects from it. I
only ask other suffering
a
women to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound trial
before submitting to an operation." Mrs. Margaret Meredith,
It. F. D. Ho. 3, Kockport, lnd.
"We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to
us that these letters are not genuine and truthful or that either of
these women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the
letters are published without their permission, or that the original,
letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
been the standard remedy for
Compound has
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Mrs. Plnkham Invites all sick women
iL
to write her for advice. ofShe has
to health free
charge.
guided thousands
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
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the answer, to

every Bakirxg Problem.

day, dies a victim of her owK' ambition, Polly is left alone. But she is
not without friends, for "Big Jim,"
the property foreman, with a heart
as generous i as the breadth of hit
great shoulders, and "Old Toby," the
clown, adopt the human mite and foster her like a delicate flower, and
their devotion to their ward, is one,
of the most charming touches of the
story. .
The circus Is Polly's world. She
knows no other. She grows up in
the atmosphere of sawdust and tinsel. Iter mother's spirit lives in her
and she becomes her worthy successor as a star of the sawdust ring. The
reckless abandon of her. riding brings
her grief. She falls from Bingo's
hack and is carried unconscious to

It's Finery whiter"
aTTd More U rviforpv.
Made bvLARABEES '

,

,

the parsonage nearby, and there is
set the combination of Maady, the
motherly old colored housekeeper,
the manly, susceptible young parson,
John Douglass, the fascinating little
convalescent, the well meaning- - but
narrow church folks and Pollys "parents," who want her back in the
circus, all pulling wires, that makes
"Polly of the Circus" an appealing
'
,
story from beginning to ea.
ta reviewing "Polly of the Circus"
the New York Herald saysr "It la
a. gripping story of the sawdust ring
that brings- - us fond recorieettoM.'
The World said: "Polly of the Circus" has originality. Every boy and
girl up to, 70 years of age, will he
delighted with it"
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Please Read These Two Letters.

IS A WONDERFUL PLAY

The 16th, 18th and 20th are consid"Polly of the Circus," which will
ered especially happy wedding days;
be the attraction at the Duncan opera
an old saying goes:
house on Monday evening, October
"Married In September's golden glow,
23, is a wondeful play, with a wonSmooth and serene yeur life will flow."
derful record. A circus story, writMADAME MBRRI.
ten by Margaret Mayo, wherein
trongly contrasting characters meet.
mingle and make a tale of absorbing
human Interest. The play ran for
upward of a year at the Liberty theater in New York, and will be.presentc
ed here with all Ha vast and elabor
ate scenic' equipment and wonderful
features that won it fame and success
Id: its original production;;
Charming, fascinating, petite f'ollv.
portrayed by Miss Ida St Leoa,
the "circus ridin' girl," is born of
generations of circus folk and when
her mother, the greatest rider of her

..-..,.

j

"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS"

"A maiden born when September leaves
Are rustling in September breeze,
A sapphire on her brow should bind;
'Twill cure diseases of the mind."
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Feather Stitch
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Party for Children.
Children's parties for grown-up- s
have been very popular and now the
youngsters from six to eight years of
age are having loads of fun by giving
Imitations of mother's afternoon teas.
Real grown-unames are chosen, written on cards which are presented to
tme youthful butler, and all the youthful guests are dressed In long skirts,
hair done up and have all the accessories of the grand dames who go to
"teas" and "bridges." If desired some
of the guests may be asked to bring
their children (dolls). Arrange a tea
table, a small one, of course, with doll
china, and have the little hostesses'
friends assist in "pourln."
Dainty
asndwlches, cambric tea, peppermint
bonbons,, vanilla ice cream and angel
food oake will make a satisfactory
menu. A visit to the toy department
will reveal some
very Interesting
card games within the comprehension
of the guests and prizes may be
If this feature is 'not prac
given.
tical, the children will have a grand
time In just being permitted to dress
up and go to a party.
A

19, 1911

Poynter will star in the near future.
"Nancy Hanks,"" the popular play
by Frank Tannehill, Jr., which- - was
produced a number of years ago with
Marie Jansen, Clayton White and
MartlnettI la the cast, is soon
to e revived.
.
Mrs. Fiske will begin her season
in Langdon Mitchell's, new comedy,
"The New Marriage," at Syracuse, N.
After the opening sin
Y., tonight
Syracuse and a week in Pittsburgh,
Mrs. Fiske will go, to Chicago for a
season of eight weeks before present,
ing the play In New York.
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AGU A PURiA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, fhe Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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mm
illustrations I have used on dresses for children; 1 and 3
6
5
on flannel, 8 and 4 between tucks on waist.
and
on waist and skirt above the hem. Very pretty and dainty when even
ly worked. Exchange.

THESE

v"
Scene from "Polly of the Circus," Duncan Opera House, Monday, October 23.
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seeker and professional politician go. w Sot nominated or ovrft&r. We
dirt Then he turned around with an
..
Thr pointed out fihai'such
w torn we say
....
excited face. . .
whereof we
it
kpow
as wua iiuui urruciuuM, wwrw thai": in this
a
"Say," he called. "You'd better go
Tom I've got a grudge against
camptvifcu. Mr," Romero;
jueiwiat was injuring the republican far from being vindictive because he Jackson,, but. I'm going to get even into the house and He down. You
can't tell about a sprain. Mebbe it's
failed to secure the nomination, is with him next Christmas.
broke. - You wan ta be careful! ' Any
How?
Jack
Governor Otero, however,
Styl?, Snap and Quality shown )n
making no campaign for himself, but
styles
Tom Going to send his boy a fife how, I like to spade!" ..
.understanding and eympathyzlng is putting forth all his efforts In be
"All right," said. Tod reluctantly,
drum.
and
determined.
now
wit h the attitude of a man vho would half of Mr. Buxsum. "
are
and
now
Buy
definitely
get thorough ser"Don't work too hard," he cautioned
.
stay with his party only when be had
Fatty as he disappeared, through the
ON
vice
for
the
of
ont
TOM
entire year
HARD
one of our 191112. models. '
back door.
a fat office, promised Pritchard before
the
he
Frequently during
convention was over that he
morning
.When Felix Martinez placed the
abandoned his hammock and wild
would 'appoint hhrt attorney general
border
line
Texas
between himself
west book and plate of fudge, which his
If lie 'would withdraw opposition. and
sister thought she bad hidden behind
the enraged and outraged people
TV at was what the fellow was waitthe top row of books, to look out upon
of San Miguel county," it". was not
ing W and he promptly got In line deemed 'possible that he would ever
Fatty Dyckman. That energetic young
UNDER-WEA- R
Dirt
person was ' toiling furiously.
agriin.
dare attempt to again place hia dirty
streaked his perspiring face, and freThese are facts and wo challenge
finger into San' Miguel county pollquently he paused and rubbed his achyou, Mr. Otero, to deny them If you tics. But, unless all signs fail, the
ing back. Now and then he made a
'
can.
Hon. Felix Is back again with his
triumphant grab into the spaded earth.
As for Mr. Otero, although he has
harrel with a view to pursuing the
bctn. guilty of the basest Ingratitude same methods that
That evening the stnior Mannows
drove, al) decent
looked with surprise at the large
tc his friends and bia party, although democrats out of the party 15
years
amount of work accomplished In the
he baa changed his coat and gone to ago.
The
Tessie Tom has a soft spot in his garden. Nearly all of It was spaded.
the democrats for the avowed reason
worked
have
must
"You
like
a
me.
heart for
that be can't get an office with the
nailer!" he said to his son. "1 didn't
Jessie Why so?
To think that 18 years in office
republicans,, although ho has shown
mean that you should kill yourself by.
is
he
think
He
Tessie
says
always
t i..
lacking in very sentiment would have iso poile4,"jfjilHa" Otero
spading it all In one dy!"
of me.
ing
of manly decency and every principle that he cannot" live without office
"Aw," said Tod Indistinctly, as 'he
Jessie A man doesnt think with
"That wa
of political honesty, yet we cannot even though he seeks It in the dem his heart . The soft place must be in slid out to join the boys.
'
dead easy!"
...
blf head.
forget the honorable name he bears, ocratic ticket.
' Roberts, Parker and Wright, able
lawyers, honorable men and eminent
Burkhart the1 Albuquerque
Jurists.
wildcat, Hanna, the contemptible
slanderer and Dunn, the
The demoorats appear to be
aiming to make the supreme ocurt of
the state of New Mexico a laughing
stock.

cannot forget that, backed by the
solid republican phalanxes, he- made
New Mexico a good governor, vain.
overbearing to those, wnofn be con
sidered himself above, dictatorial, of
mediocre ability, the chief trouble
with Otero today is that has been ab
solutely spoiled , by. too ,niuch office
holding.
v. :; y
The divine right... of. kings was- - no
more strongly ingrained into the
minds of the English people of three
centuries ago than Is the feeling in
the mind of "Gillie" ttot be is divinely appointed to rule and that an office
must be waiting for him, if not with
the republicans, , then. with. the dem'
' '
ocrats.
Pritcbard
"GHlle'
and
This time
said "Offices for us 'or we bolt" and
be
rADiirillcans said "bolt
th
sTA-:rbarnacled."
',rf!
we"
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In America's Greatest Success
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Prescriptionist

INTERNAL WAR IS

PERSONALS

PUTTING CHINA

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving .our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Teu may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

Charles A, Splesa returned this afternoon from Taos where he has been
on political business.
George L. Kahle, route agent for
the Wells Fargo, returned from a
road trip this afternoon.
(Continued From Page One)
William H. Stapp after attending
the Masonic meeting in Albuquerque
tionary movement, they must be
returned to Los Vegas last night
, W. F. Stephenson
arrived last night killed."
from his home in El Paso and was
Hankow Cut Off
in Las Vegas today on business.
Peking. Oct 19. The court offi
C. D. Cleveland, accompanied by
this morning
several progressive republicans, left cials' announcement
that telegraphic communication with
yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe.
Hallett Raynolda, cashier of the Hankow had been interrupted since
First National bank, returned last sunset last night caused consternation throughout, the capital today.
night from a trip to Albuquerque.
Mrs. Duvall, who is employed as The wildest rumors of reverses to the
stenographer by the Charles llfeld Imperial arms spread like wildfire.
company, has gone to El Paso on a Much significance" was attached to
the fact that the government has rebrief visit.
?
Eufrained from issuing any official an
and
Collector
County Treasurer
genlo Romero arrived last night from nouncement of a victory !ln yester
Estnacia,' 'where he had been on a day's engagement with the rebels.
i'
Among1 foreigners it is generally
business visit.
C. E. Skidmore; traveling passenger believed that the situation at Han
agent for the Erie railroad, was la kow has not been appreciably im
Las Vegas today on business with proved by the events of the past 24
' '
hours. Some of the rumors current
railroad officials here.
L. E. Ross, a representative of the today hint at dissatisfaction In the
department of ' Justice, "after stopping army.
off a day In Laa' Vegas,' continued
Arms to be Imported
on his' way to Santa Fe.
Canton, China, Oct. 19. The pro
Mr. and Mrs. eGorge Hunker and vincial authorities here have order
little daughter, Mary, returned last ed the importation of large quantities
in of arms and ammunition. The gunnight from a visit with relatives
'
boat Kungon was dispatched to Hong
their old home in Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. McQuiddy left Kong today to convoy a ehip load of
this afternoon for Missouri," where war stores to this city.
they will visit friends and relatives
in various parts of the state.
Revolutionists Cueiess
Dr. H. S. Van Petten, who lhas been
San Francisco, Oct. 19. Short hair
in Albuquerque attending the meet has been made the distinguishing
ing of Masons during the past week, mark of the Chinese revolutionists,
returned home this afternoon.
according to a message from Hankow
Dan Trahey has' left Las Vegas, received today by the Chung Sal Tat
'for a two weeks' trip to the Pacific Po, which says the revolutionary
coast. He went from here to Los An government has given the male in
habitants of Hankow and Wu Chang
geles where he will visit friends.
O. A. Larrazolo and his son, O. A, until October 22 to cut off their ques.
Larrazolo, Jr., left yesterday after This means that those refusing to
noon for Santa Fe. Mr. Larrazolo was lose their ques will lose their heads
one of the speakers at the republi say No Poon Chew, editor of the pa
can meeting in the Ancient City last per and one of local leadere of the
'
night.
young China movement.
F. H. Pierce trustee and contractor
Amnesty to all Manchus surrender
for the Camfield Development com ing to the republic has also been pro
An
pany, left this afternoon for Denver claimed by the revolutionists.
to confer with the fflclals of the irri other special dispatch from Shanghai
gation project
records a rumor that three imperial
C. Clay, consul of the Las Vegas warships have surrendered and raised
lodge of. the Modern .Woodmen, of the flag of tne repbHc, It is also said
America, who went to Santa Fe Tua- - that the rebels have captured .Wang
day tO attend the banquet ot the Red- Caows province tof Hupehifc occupied
men, , returned to ,yie jaeaaow uity the forts and telegraph offices there,
this afternoon.
and are now advancing toward Sheng
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur llfeld and Tang.V
7
om
children returned last .night
Other messages say the American
Albuquerque "Where they have been consul at Nanking has asked the
for the past, week visiting friends. American legation at Peking for war
peo
They were among the Las Vegas
serious
ship protection, indicating
'
ple at the big state fair.
trouble there. Two dally papers have
To address gatherings of republi been established by the rebels In Wu
cans at Wagon Mound and Roy, Dis Chang. Ou Fang "Shi, commissioner
trict Attorney C. W. Ot. Ward and of. native opium taxation, attacked by
United States, Attorney David Leahy rebels in the provirose of Sze Chuen,
took the train north this afternoon, has survived his wounds. The Im
They are republican candidates for perial government ' Is claimnig a vic-judge in this
district attorney
otry in yesterday's fighting at Han
district ' :
kow., The foreign consuls at Shang
came
Mf. and Mm. George Kinkel
hai
have decided to remain neutral.
in from Albuquerque this afternoon
Contributions
io the funds of the
atterr a visit of several days there
continue to
revolutionists
Chinese
during which time Mr. Kinkel attend Dour' into the coffera of the local
ed the meeting of Masons. They pas
of the rebels. The teadquar
sed ''through tas VegaB three days agentsof
tors
the Chnnc Hwa. republic, 86
ago on their way from a visit In ChiSpofford
Alley, and the Tai Tung Yat
cago and other, points in the middle Po
'
hewspaper fleport that $500,000
went.
.
.:
to Penang,'1n the
has
straits settlements, where the exe
cutive committee of the young China
party is located.
A Chinese laborer, Lee Hlng Hon,
yesterday contributed a sack containing $1,000 in'goM his life savings.
3!
He was given$2,000 In the' paper cur
rency of the Chung Hwa republic
This currency will be redeemed In
gold If the revolt is successful. Tong
King Chon, editor of a Chinese newspaper, reported the receipt yesterday
-of a check for $600 from Toronto,
Canada, and one for $45 from' a Chin"
'
,
ese in Arizona.-- .,
The Chinese Free Masons of Victoria, B. C recently sold their building for $50,000 and turned over the
money to the revolution. All of the
local Cantonese merchants have contributed to the fund through, the loM
cal office, which is headquarters for
the United States 'and Canada.

line of Chil
dren's, Misses, Ladies',
Boys', and Men's Underwear-single
pieces or

union suits in

plain,

wool, wool

fleecelined,

andsilk, cotton and silk.
in and price

Come

them, whether you buy
or not.

Hoffman &
Graubarth
Phone Main 104

P. S. Do not forget to
see our line of Ladies',

nisses' and Children's
Coats, Suits and Dresses.
Station Agent D. L. Babchelor, accompanied by Mrs. Batchelor , left
ihia afternoon for a visit ol two weeka
in Mr. Batcbeltjr'ft jp& home n J3al:
; ,'
vir.a, Kan.
,

Louis Shupp has returned from
Taos where he has been employed by
a mercantile company for some time.
and will, locate once more in Las Ve
gas. Mr. Shupp has secured employ
ment with the Santa Fe railroad.
Miss Ella Shipman who has been
in Las Vegas- for several days visit
returned to her
ing Mrs. Scott-Bake- r,
homp in Tipton this afternoon.
Mrs Max Nordhaua and baby went

to .Albuquerque this afternoon for o
and
snort visit wtKb.
relative?
friend.
MAN WINS SUIT.
verdict for
New York, Oct.
:

19,-r-'

t

the defendant was found today by
the. Jury in Russell G." Grlswold'a $50,
hreach of promise suit against
ff
Smith of Stam- Miss:
-- : V
'
ferdv' Conn.
;
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BURSii

FIVE

AT

AUDIENCE LAUGHING
FOR TWO HOURS AT DUNCAN
LAST EVENING.

Those who witnessed the prodiij- tion of "Don't Lie to Your .Wife" at
the Duncan opera bouse last nUht
are convinced that David Lswia, who
p'nyed the principal role, vould oe
funny, even in the character cf Tlam- A man like Lewis wo;i:-- l be
lei.
at
likely, if unsuppreBsed, iu
lcrst a mild titter at a funeral. 'Te
PCf msio be abl. to see fun i.i, every,
thing. Some p the lines m the p'ay
iaa night wer: not especially 'unj.y-anif perused in type would not
even create In the ' reader a faint
tickling of the sense of humor. But
when Lewis sprung them they "were
excruciatingly laughable.
There Is nothing particularly new
about "Don't Lie to Your Wife." It
is the old story of a. bunch of
friends making an excursion
to the great white way with a bunch
of chorus girli during the absence
ot their .wives at a summer resort
The wives return unexpectedly and
there is a pretty, .mix up. The women, unknown to. their husbands, go
to the race track, bet on the horses
and finally are arrested for speeding
in an automobile belonging to a
wealthy horse '.owner,, ,v This spoils
their plan of giving their husbands a
good grilling for their escapade with
the chorus girls. ; The play ends with
' '
everybody happy.
Mr. Lewis played the part of the
elder of the three men and played
it well. Some of the scenes in which
g
wife aiM
he and his
peared were delightfully funny. Mr.
Lewis was supported by a magnifli- cent company. There were plenty
of pretty girls and som clever actors. Three song hits were Jntro-duced during the performance.
As a vehicle of mirth "Don't Lie
to Your Wife" is a big success. It
carried a big audience through two
hours and a half of enjoyment last
night and the play going people were
all laughing, over some of its clever
lines all day today.

Sealy Tuftless

FHOIITAFT'S CABINET

Mattress

RUMORED TODAY THAT SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE
HAD
GIVEN UP Hl JOB.

ROSWELL

BIG

RESIGNS

WILSON

WARMLY

RECEIVED

BIG HIT

ASUNDER
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A full

DON
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Washington, Oct

N. M.,
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One of

If

Made ram Grapes II
i

Rumors were

as soon as the president may elect,
the but it was impossible to verify the

most
enthusiastic
demonstrations
ever accorded a candidate for office
In New Mexico was
given to Holm p.
Bursum Tuesday night when he ad
dressed an audience which packed
It
Battery A armory to overflowing.
was a rousing republican rally, and
gave a rude jar to those democrats
who have been assuming that this
county would be carried overwhelm
ingly by the combination of demo
crats and republican bolters In the
coming election. The meeting was presided over, by
J, M. Hervey, of. this city,' who intro
duced Judge Edward A. Mann, of Al
buquerque, to the audience. Judg-Mann's forceful oratory made a great
Impression on his hearers, and he
was repeatedly cheered by the big
crowd as he ' expounded republican
doctrines and stated the reasons why
the republican .ticket
should ' be
elected.
Judge Mann was followed by Mr.
Bursum, who was given a veritable
ovation by the crowd. It was easy to
see that the slanders
circulated
against Mr. Bursum had failed of
their purpose so far as this section
of the state is concerned, and that ha
occupies a large place in the affections of the peoplv of eastern New
Mexico. Mr. Bursum's address was a
candid and straightforward discussion of the issues involved in this
campaign and a complete refutation
of the malicious charges mat his enemies have so industriously circulated.
The speech created, a deep impression and made many votes for the republican ticket.
Attorney General F. W. Clancy followed Mr. Bursum In a speech opposing the adoption of the "blue ballot'1
the constitution,
anendment to
which was logical and convincing. Mr.
Clancy showed that he had given the
subject deep thought and was con
versant with every phase of the question. The speech was received with
the closest attention, and the points
scored by Mr. Clancy were repeatedU'
ly cheered.
" Former1
governor George Curry next
addressed the audience, his speech'
being a general defense of the re
publican party and its record In the
'I IO
state and nation. Mr. Curry's popuin this section of the state
TIZ Cured Her Quick . larity
is very great and he was accorded a
most enthusiastic reception.
'After the meeting in the armory a
big rally of the 'native citizens was
held in the district court room, which
was attended by one of the largest
peogatherings, of Spanish-America- n
ple ever held In Roswell. The meeting was addressed by Jose D. Sena,
who made a magnificent speech and
was received with great enthusiasm!
Mr. Will Robinson, Mr. Bursum and
Mr." Curry also made speeches, and
and
were, given the closest attention
'
the most emphatic approval.
As a result of the demonstration
accorded the' republican speakers
here Jt .la believed that Chafes county, whlcji has always been considered
sore feet, tired feet, a democratic; stronghold, stands an
; if you .have
sweaty feet, ' lame ' feet,' tender' feet, excellent chance of .landing in the resmelly feet, corn callouaea or bun publican column on November f.
ions, read what liappened to Mrs,
Crockett, of Jeff eraonville. TIZ DID
IT. Mr.. Crockett ays; - "After the
second treatment she walked down.
stairs one foot at a time. 8 he has
Paid
downstairs
be
to
walk
not been able
Capital
fore In past flve years, except by
stepping down on, each step with one
foot at a tlme.-- This Is remarkable.
Bend five more boxes."
!fNo matter what alls. your feet or
what under heaven you have used
u niKNINQHAM. Prefldcnt
without getting relief. Just use ,TIZ.
PRANK SPRIN06R, V(o fTeslitat i,
'
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(ever-scoldin-

Feet So Sore

story. Secretary Wilson is en route
here from Chicago. Former Repre
sentative Scott of Kansas; for some
years chairman of the house committee on agriculture, and Assistant Secretary of Agrlcutlure Hays were mentioned as among those likely to succeed Mr. Wilson.; ,. f 1 r.
SNODGRASS
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high-grad-

Bedding
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Specials

Sheets, 81x90-inc- h
size, extra fine lawn.
a linen finish fine and firm '

oyc

at.

Pillow Cases, 42xJ6 inch size, extra good
value, regular price 15c.v ' ,
Q '
Special at
,.;.v-"Comforts, ailkolend covered, filled" with
best batting, excellent val- - CO OC5
ue at $3.00. Special at
Blankets; wool finish blankets, in gray and
extra heavy for the
white, 66x89-incprice, $3.00 value,
TB

r

.
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P
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ATTELL-KBAN-

MATCH.

E

fijp
MM.t

for..:;....t...u....New Yorlq 'Octui9i The managers
of Abe Attell, -t- he featherweight
The "Bosse" Kitchen Cabinet
champion, jandvflohnny Kllbane anLook at them in our windows
nounced today-'.thatthey had posted
forfeits binding ; the ... two feather- and salesrooms at $18.00 $20.00
weights to. meet at 123 pounds be- $24.00 and $32.00,
fore the clubv offering, the largest
A Dollar a week soon pays for
purse for- thexworld's championship.
-

-

-

':!

one of them,
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Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
Now For Heaters!
is a great medicine ' of ' proyen value
for both acute and chronic kidney 'Our stock is simply, immense.
and bladder ailments. It is especial
Stoves set up free.
ly recommended to elderly people for $4.50 and up.
its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
qualities, and the permanent relief
O. Q.
and comfort t gives them.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
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$100,000.00
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it's different It acts right oft. It
cures sore, feet to stay cured. Ifn
the only foot remedy ever made
which acts on ihe principle of drawing out all the poisonous exudations
which cause sore feet Powders and

other remedies merely clog up the
'
pores. TIZ cleans them out and
keeps them clean. You wll feel better the first time It's used. Use It
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
a week and you can forget you eveT
had aor feet There is nothing on
A reliable woman to asWANTED
earth
that can compare with It TIZ
sist in nursing. Also girls to go in
Is for sale at all druggists, 25c, per
training. Apply 725 Sixth St
from
box, or direct If you wish,
Walter Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago, TIL For. sale by all druggists.
SUAREZ IS ELECTED.
19.
Pino Suarez,
Washington, Oct
candidate for vice president of MexPILLS
ico on the ticket with Francisco I. CHICHESTER 11 RANK.
A
yr
0&KSA Ldh-- AkyMrlniiCcltfiA.
Madero, has been elected by a sub&
INoBior. TirunjV
I J R.4 X
M !t.ra!HcV
stantial majority, according to for- . &UJCtl&
'''
v'J
xf
mal announcement telegraphed to the
I I
. miih. J. i
TEI S
iH
vi
'Li.i.f-!)M.'(Ijw
ts.vi
Wilstate department by Ambassador
son at Mexico City today.
SvriJl ilL'iI;:SraIV-.i.Vi)ii.U- c
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Interest Paid on .Time Deposits
HOW DO YOU STAND?
,Vre you prepared for a sudden change of for
tuaeB If you have money in a savings bank
j
of strength is protect- ii ;. i? ;you feel that a bulwark
"
'
' irrg you.
i.trjfiitwi 4 w?t iv
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Down Stairs- -

NOT

-

Philadelphia, Oct
rumors that Centerflelder Snodgrass
of the New r York team had been attacked by partisans-.- of the Philadelphia Athletics) in ,;connection wlh
the Baker spiking incident in New
York last Tuesday, are untrue. Snodgrass was about the. Majestic Jiotel,
the headquarters, of, - the teach, as
usual todayr
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YOU WORKED HARD
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CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR SUC- - in circulation here
today that SecreCESSFULLY
INVADES THE
tary of Agriculture Wilson had re"ENEMY'S" COUNTRY.
signed to take effect November 15, or

There are other mattresses sold
as cotton, but we know of no other
with which yon are offered a sign
ed guarantee that it is real cotton.
There are other tuftless mattresses
but no other is guaranteed against
becoming lumpy or bunchy in 20
years use. There are other mat- ircsses advertised for comfort, but
the Sealy allows 60 nights' trial to
prove its comfort. Yon can know
e
the luxuriousness of a real,
cotton tuftless mattress only
by sleeping on a Sealy. We're
f t v
sole agents.

:

-

for some time. You sold your brain and brawn
in a world of daily industry. Did you make a
profit? If not, let us show you how to begin.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

.

-

ass

3U

age and value, while wheat stood
fourth in acreage and second in value. The average value of cereals per
acre in 1909 was $10.95, slightly less
than that of hay and forage, and
s
as-- great as that of
about
wheat. Barley showed the highest
average value per acre; kaffir corn
and milo maize the lowest There
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say, we find that the eminent statesBUILDS LARGEST OF NESTS
man had hard luck with five out of
the eight cases over in thai district,
Jungle Fowl of Australia CenstruoU a
and that h still h:s cne et?e pend
Substantial Mound About Fifteen Feet High.
ing, leaving a couple cf c.tses in
A
which the judge pulled tihcogh, al
The jungle fowl of Australia is the
though it must' be admitted they were
bird that builds the largest and most
not of such supreme importance that
substantial of all nests. It seeks out
they carried with them extremely
a secluded spot and then begins the
work that will keep it busy for a
large fees. In one of them, it is true,
stretch of weeks, according to naturalthe judge was assistetd by other
DEMOCRATIC
FOR counsel but we believe the judge did CONGRESSMAN
CANDIDATE
DECLARES
NA ists who have studied the bird of Australia. It gathers leaves, grass, twigs
GENERAL
ATTORNEY
HAS
not need assistance and that he could
TION SHOULD AT ONCE
and
dozens of other materials, weav'
TRIED 9 CASES IN 5 YEARS
WATERWAYS
bave made it alright alone.
ing them together so skillfully as to
extendhas
if the judge's practice
construct a mound that Is qualified to
Among the many celebrities nomin ed very far into other districts in
Washington, Oct 19. "The obliga withstand any stress of weather.
ated by the democratic bosses on the New Mexico the fact has not come to tion of the national government to
The bird toils away until its mound
Santa Fe slate, appears the name of light, but there is no doubt whatever. the waterways' of the United States, is about 15 feet high, the circumferthe Hon. Judge William R. McGill, that Judge McQiU, has genuine legal is a national, rather than a state ence at the base being often ISO feet
the man who declared solemly before talent. He waa not on the bosees' syndicate proposition," was the terse At the apex the best is made, and
this perch the bird is able to
the house' committee on territories slatet for attorney general. He want way in which Congressman. L. C. from
see the approach of any one of its junNew
Mexico
that every clause in the
ed to go to congress. In fact the Dyer, of St Louis, characterized the gle foes in time to take defensive
constitution had a joker in it.
judge was not on the slate at all un- widespread movement for improving measures.
Judge McGill lives at La Lande, N til he got fussed up over the deal the water courses of the country.
The bush turkey of Australia" also
M., and either La Lande must be and the man nominated for attorney
"The control of the navigable wa adopts similar methods In building
particularly free from litigation or general had to be pulled off and the terways of this country was vested in Its nest although the foundation Is
so large. Instead of making a
else the eminent jurist and states Judge put on to "fix him up."
the federal government in 1790. From not
moundUke
the turkey constructs
man, Judge McGill has not been getIt is probably true that Judge Mc 1790 to 1810 the Improvements to the one in the base,
shape of a pyramid. Natu.
Gill would have flourished better in rivers and harbors were made by the ralists say that it takes the combined
ting his share.
It appears that Judge McGill was congress where men of the stripe of states with the consent of congress, strength of several men to move one
admitted to practice by the supreme Henry IX Flood and some other dis- From lSdO to 1852 these improve of these big nests. ,
court January 3, 1906, but to date he tinguished patriots are constantly ments were provided for by congress
' has
never had a case before that weking the sort of legal advice that with the stipulation that the work
HUMOR OF MEDICAL STUDENT
'
court.
Judge McGill can so ably bring into should be done under the direction of
' And over in the Sixth judicial display on occasion, but fate was .not the president By act of congress butch Physician Relates Pathetlo In
trict, where the eminent jurist peram- go huped and Felix put McGill on for approved in 1852 It was distinctly
cident of His Days In Collage
at Amsterdam.
bulates, the records show that since the humble office of attorney gen- specified that the money appropriated
:'.
for waterway betterments should be
the district was organized in 1934, eral.
Dr. Frederik Van Beden. the Dutch
There eixsts some doubt in the expended under the supervision of
Judge McGill has had just one case
and author,, can never lose
a legal matter of small importance, minds of many of the able attorneys the secretary, of war and since that physician
of the Injustice of fate that sub
sight
of New Mexico and some of the time all acts relating to the expendi jects the poor to tortures from which
informally heard before the court
But it should not be thought that plebian throng aa well, that probbaly ture of money on our rivers and har- the rich are exempt. He tells the fol
the Judge has had but one case in Judge McGill could not fill the office bors have contained that provision. lowing bitter little anecdote which octhe district courta of New Mexico. of attorney general at this time, with And so it came about that the engi curred during his student days in AmNot so: the judge's practice is far his liralteid legal service and his in- neer corps of the army was charged sterdam.
Once
poor man was brought in
greater than that for over in the experience in the ways of the stu with the work of improving our great affected awith
a very strange and rare
natural highways.
Fifth judicial district, the eminent dents of Blackstone.
,
disease of the spine that caused him,
anon
so
a
and
fear
who
live
"To
is
who
those
This however,
ably
navigable by involuntary spasms of the legs, to
carefully
probably
jurist
alyzed the New Mexico constitution that is founded too much on innacur- - rivers the importance of some defin- jump and to continue hopping when
for the members of the house com ate information. Should anyone ne- ite and concrete plan for cringing he tried to stand on . lite legs. One.
professor wanted to show th7stoTais
mittee, has a record of EIGHT cases sire to gain reliable and honest in-- ' these rivers into the highest
on the eminent statesman Bible state of efficiency is paramount. students and he requested the pa
during the five years he has been on
tient to stand on his feet. The poor
the job.
from La Lande they are respectfully But to those who live in the interior man looked
at the crowd around and
True, none of them were of exceed- referred to the legal ability and great, of the country, back from the waters. said with a pathetic, imploring look:
but
are
cases
of
go,
oratorical effort put forh by the the needs
improved waterways
"If the gentlemen, will please not
ing importance, as legal
they serve to show that a an attor- judge when he appeared before the somewhat hazy and yet I feel sure laugh."- - The professor promised they
ney, well fitted to handle the legal committee on territories. It is there that there has been a general awak- would be serious.
And yet, when the man beean to
affairs of the state in the capacity of the judge strikes his real gait, it is ening throughout the country to the
hop the "gentlemen" roared. And I
attorney general the eminent jurist there the judge shows his fellow citl- - manifold benefits that would accrue felt the tears
to my eyes and
is a rising young man and that un- znes of New Mexico what manner of if all our navigable rivers were made my fists close coming
in my pockets. The
transof
The
to
due
future.
Get
bear
their
a
has.
the
he
report
he
brain
has
proportion
bright
World's Work.
doubtedly
legal
judge was unfortunate with some of of those hearings probably the judge portatlon and thereby assist materialwith them and ly in the solution of freight rates.
his cases, however, but that is to be could, furnish you
Proved Truth of "Fish" Story.
a
one
upon
first
hand, the kind The urgent need for improved waterin
for
learn
just entering
yourself,
expected
The sturgeon which was caught in
of citizen and lawyer that seeks the ways is obvious. To understand this the Harlem river a few days ago and
profession as great as the law.
His first case over in the Fifth dis- mediocre position of mere attorney thoroughly we must consider that the which weighed, according to the truth
be increased carrying power on land and ful fisherman and those who assisted
trict was unfortunately dismissed be- - general in New
It Just 406 pounds, would
fore it. got .anywhere, It being appar-- cause Don Felix finally put him on sea has been more than met by the have found Its
way to the home of a
to be
ent that the court did not have juris the slate at the Santa Fe convention. increase of the c.ommoditles
in New Tork if its
prominent
lawyer
on
the
carried
moved.
The
is
true,
freight
it
dic'Clon,a Jtrifltog- matter,
advent had been known to members
times
greater of the
ocean today is thirty
that the eminent jurist simply per
Albany society who know this
TO SAVE HENWOOD
than that of a century ago, while our story: At one of the early dinners ot
su
haps, overlooked before entering up
Colorado
19.
The
Oct.
Denver,
entire system of railroad transporta- the society, when matters Albanian,
on the litigation.
preme court today heard arguments tion has been erected within the including
set
Kane's Lot, "Pop" Saw
this
trifling
But, undismayed by
on the application for a writ of sup
men now living. By rea- yer, the Jug of Blood and "Nickey"
court
of
in
memory
find
the
we
judge
again
back,
'
ersedeas in the case of Frank H. son of
De Forest, were enlarged upon. Louis
improved transportation facil
on a later date. But again the fates
l
ot
thin convicted
slaver
Stern told his
about the
un-- 1
freight rates have been greatly size of sturgeans neighbor
were against him, for the court
be had seen at
Copeland. If the writ is de ities,
reductions
further
and
reduced
yet
fr.r.inaAiv held that the eminent lved Hen wood will be taken at once
Marcellus' and Thomas' markets
are needed inmany classes which when he was a boy, many of them
...
"
irda hod not. stated iacis i u"
t.
in
weighing more, than a hundred
sufficient to constitute a cause
the
of
The story was listened to
pounds.
dismisdevelopment
was
of action and the action
utenco. TJle wmnK o (Wl1
respectfully, but the guest hinted
uuC
cuenv
sed with Judge Mcuuis
at its fishtness by saying:- When
idi iu
land occujrreu uu ma-"Coming as I do, from the great
plaintiff politely but firmly request bar room of the Brown Palace hotel.
they get another like that have
Mississippi Valley, I. am convinced
sent to me and I'll pay double Its
ed to nay the coats,
Den
a
of
wife
over
the
In
a quarrel
intela
market value." The Harlem catch has
This also happened to the next ver banker Henwood shot and killed that it is only through broad,
of de
offer.
case he had dn that district except Tony Von Phul, a well known aero- ligent and comprehensive plan Mis caused him to withdraw the
the
of
the
suc
Mississippi,
velopment
the
judge,
occasion
that on this
naut and also killed Copeland, who souri and Ohio rivers and their trib
Salt on French Roads.
ceeds in snaking the complaint stick was an innocent bystander.
i utaries can we of the middle west ev
court there
As a general rule the roads in and
long enough to get into
r attain to the measure of usefulness around French towns are tarred at the
ne piain- on, whereupon his client
IN MEMORY OF YORKTOWN
desired.
commencement of the summer in orcosts.
tiff was ordered to pay the
Yorktown, Va., Oct. 13 me i.sotttj ...
'7
AnA In PASTChinK
wiu, u- National Rivers der to abate the dust nuisance. It has,
t
esa in its effort to however, been found that tar allegal
d, Pleaded
in the case of macato
and
Cornwall!
Bnusn
army
ie
eMminate tae 'pork) barrel' from river though excellent
to-- do so in
is
of little or no value
damized
unroads,
ty possibly-preferrin- g
the army of the American troops,
ftnd barboi. legislation and for one, I
where car lines exist and paved street
nreference to "undergoing triaL v
celewas
General
Washington,
der
the great economic crossings intersect the roads in every
llke to
Another case, we find, where- the b rated
today at the scene of that niM,.tlon
transportation lifted com- - direction, as tarring cannot be earned
defendant
the
for
counsel
was
judge
memorable event which brought the
out
poUtics and put on a out on atones. '
and the territory was the prosecur, revolutionary war to a close. The pletely1
,
The authorities, basing their action
h
ere
honesty will
jty
found
was
guilty
'
tie defendant
on the well known hygrometrlcal propccaeDiation was
the
of
chief
feature
it- - solution.
world
Aa
a
om,in un. as the judge might a parade in which patriotic organiza- - power we liave a
erties of common salt, have made a
rght to enjoy the
dust.
tions and Boldiers and sailors from world.s maets and every handicap test of Its value in laying the been
of roadway have
Twenty
yards
Norfolk
the
and
navy
Monroe
Fort
rewresented by our uinmproved aprinkled liberally with salt and then
THIS LADY'S
yard took part..
iVprs w piiminated so that improv watered freely. It the results are sat
ed economic conditions may become isfactory salt wilt be used throughout
GOOD APPETITE SCHOOL TEACHERS N QUE SEC an actuality rather than the dream the town of Havre, it being Impossible to tar the majority of the streets,
he
animal con- - ;f students of political economy.'
Montreal, Oct.
as they are paved with rough stone
''
blocks.
Mrs. Eanseh, In a LettCr FrOIfl Potion of Protestant teachers, of the
be ;an in this city
of
Quebec
province
Mobile, Tells How She Gained It
STATEHOOD JUBILEE
today and will continue tnuil the nd
Special Prlvlleae.
gov
of the week., After the opening exer-- j
El Paso, Texas, Oct.
Rev. Lyman Powell of Northampton
buffered for seven
v Mobile, Ala-- T
awenaernors and otner visitors in
clses this morning ;he
has a bright little son whe la very
years, with womanly trouble," writes
Into, section f ci the discussion Bure from states on both sides of the much frightened in Um&Usstorms,
a
In
from
Hansen
letter
Mrs. Sigurd
branches of educational international boundary a big celebra says the Cosmopolitan One day
of
"
'
this city. "I felt weak and always had work.separate
:
'
'' ''
Hon was begun here toctos in honor heavy ahower came up when the litto
was
and
going
always
a headache
from
or. '.tie admission oi ah zona ana new tle fellow had wandered away
the doctor. At last I waa operated on,
who was watch
His
house.
the
father,
festivities
Union.
The
Mexico to the
and felt better, but boob I had the
ROOSE.VELT'8 ADDRESS
lng for him, saw him come running
Civic will continue three days and will be toward home as the first drops leu,
same trouble.
New Yftrk. Oct. ' I9.i-T- he
'scale.
He looked terrified and his Hps were
My husband asked me to try Cardot Forum ig ln receipts cf many applica- - conducted on" an elaborate
moving.
I felt better after the first bottle, and tions for ticketa to hear Col. Theo- asked his
"What were you saying?"
now, I have a good appetite and sleep core Roosevelt who ia to speak un"
,
'
tella
doctor
father.
the
and
1
feel
welL
fine,
der the auBpices of the organization
waa reminding God that I am a
"I
A
me I am looking bettor than he ever in
Reliable
Remedy
Carnegie Hall tomorrow evening.
minister's son," the boy replied.
aw ma'
FOR
Col. Roosevelt's subject will be "The
and
If you are alck and miserable,
' and
Conservation of Womanhood
uffer from any of the pains due, to
, A Hint
Childhood."
womanly trouble try CarduL
Of the many curious customs which
Cream Balm
Cardul is successful because it to
mark Brittany aa an especially interbeen
absorbed.
have
it
quickly
that
of
field for the traveler ia this one
.1.
ingredients
composed
Oct. 19. The Rev. R.
esting
London,
Relief at Once.
to marriage. At the close of
found to act curatively on the woman Campbell, the noted pjoneer of the Itfiiv(
relating
cleanses, soothes,
the
ceremony the bride-rronwedding
constitution.
ly
new theology movement, sailed today heals and protects
bride a box on the
the
rives
been
has
it
diseased
mem
For more than fifty years,
for New York to begin an extetnslve the
Cutarrh and drive sar. saying:
used by women of all ages, with great American tour. After appearing ' in brane resulting from
"This is how it feels when you make
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
success. Try it Your druggist sells It
Smell, Full size me vexed," after which he kisses her
many of the leading cities of the east the Senses of Taste and
or by moil. Liquid
60 eta t
adding, "and thus when you treat me
Spwi ern states and .Canada he will visit Cream BalmDruggists
for ue in atomizers 7o cts.
( Medlcin.Cc, Ch"anoor.
well." .
coast.
Pacific
the
west
and
Warrnn
middle
York,
66
New
the
Brothers,
o
Street,
Ely
to
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THEY PRODUCE HEAT.

UNITED STATES IS

GREAT

UNDER

BIG

Have

OBLGAT I

RECORD

YoMr

--

-

Mr. Smith My boy at college is going to have a hot time this year.-'- '
. Mr. Jones Think soT .,
Mr. Smith Sure of it. I am golng
to give him a Turkish bath cabinet

.

and a sweater.

he was Wise.

'

-

1

Wedding Stationery
Conductor (crowded street car)

Move forward, please!
Passenger Not on your life. This
lady sitting here Is my wife, and if

Announcement Cards

THEN THEY HAD IT.

Engraved Cards

anyone sits ln her lap it's going to be
me. I'm wise to this road's curves,
all right

--

Mexico-f-merel-

Calling Cards

y

--

1

n.

f

Programs

I

i

Birth Announcements

a..
Mrs. Henpeck Mr. Highflier never
takes his wife out in his automobile.
Mr. Henpeck I guess he doesnt
care to have two unmanageable things
on his hand at one time.

and Stationery

HOW IT HAPPENED.

--

'

H

Printed by the

i

(

19.-T-

;

0A

Tom

Waa

ightt

it case of love at first

first call, tin waa a
v. .4 tiA waa fflfrtm with'
"
voice when he first heard it
No

Harry

nuyuvug

ir

.

4 .1

Optic
Publishie

v
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ITS STRONG POINT.

Company,

-

-

'

8

Printers o!

SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

8

,

CATARRH
Pfs

Cur Prisco Mro Might

m

r Women," tut

pUio

De Auber

that painting.

Yea, I've Just finished
Do you like, the per

spective?
Orvllle Blunt Yes, it's great The
further away yon stand from it the
better it looks!

...
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at
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Sixth

518
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R.

St

at Nolette'i

Always get Um best
barber shop.

FR.ESH

B.

home cooking.

40 cents BasRsfpfT
FULL PACK

Kitchen,
Mjal 2."c Try them.

4

t

'

'
r
The regular services will be held
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
tomorrow night at 8 o'clock at Temat the Opera Bar.
ple Montefiore.
Every one is invit-The best place In town at which to
eat la th:White Kitchen.
Seat sale for ''Polly of the Circus"
8
Opens tomorrow morning at- White Kitchen, the Live Kitchen,
and Sehaefa&s. Prices: Foyer home cooking.'' Meals 25c.
Try them.
fiamlly circle), 2; entire parquet,
(160;, balcony l; gallery. 75c.
from
Owing o,4robl resulting
the heavy traffic on the coast, train
?;sThe Las Vegas, lodge of the Fral)o. 10 was due ta arrive in 'Las Ve'
ternal Order of Eagles will meet
today about five hours late.-- . To
at 8 o'clock in Its hall on Foun-taii- f gas
accommodate local truffle and pouch
feqjiare.
As important business
mail a stub was run from Albuquer
will be- - brought befere the meeting,
La Junta.
all members are urged to be present. que to
W. Clark Dennis, W. P.
The charge of Mirglary made bv
Morris
Danziger against John PolContractor T. W. Smith has a gang
an
employe" Of the meat marke t
lock,
at
laborers
of
, work, on a concrete
Roth was withdrawn when
Pete
of
crossing at the corner of Douglas
the court this
and Railroad avenues. The city la- the case came before
" was.
Pollock
charged by
morning.
borers finished their work of Ikying
into his resiwith
breaking
Danziger
to
drain
the corner and in wet
pipes
on October 10.
weather this place will be high and dence on Eighth street
was laid over until this
case
The
;
'v
dry.
morning when It was dismissed by
Murray on Danziger withdrawJudge
By request the subject of the ser
his
charge.
mon at the Seventh Day Adventist ing
service at the A. O. U. W. hall SaturThere will be a "meeting of the Syday afternoon at 3: 30 o'clock will be
of Las Vegas this evening to
rians
The Seven Seals" of Revelations,
of
In the establishment
held
chapter six. This is an important be
The
street.
on
Maloof
Obaido
Bridge
line of prophesy. It will be presented
with historical data locating each meeting will be addressed by Nathan
a prominent merchant of
Salomon,
seal. Everyone is invited.
Santa Fe, who stopped off this afternoon on his way from Albuquerque to
Dr. A. R. Harrington,
veterinary
Raton.
He will speak in favor pf H.
surgeon and dentist, has permanently
located at M. N. Chaffin's livery, 514 O. Bursum, republican candidate for
at
Douglas avenue. All diseases of live governor, as he has been doing
of
the
in
similar
other
parts
meetings
treated.
stocy
Special attention giv
en to the teeth and eyes. All calls state.
answered promptly, day or nlghu
That the dances at the armory for
Phone Main 1.
the benefit of the social Club and the
At the beginning of this week all care of the building may be made a
of the' workmen employed on the Buccese.- Mrs. 0"Brtem. haa been enaffairs.
bridge crossing
Arroyo Pecos on gaged to take charge of
the road to Loe Alamos were trans To eliminate competition Mrs.. O'ferred to the Oallinas crossing at the Brien has closed the regular SaturHot Springs. With the additional day night dances at Rosenthal hall
crew work is progressing there !u to devote her time to making the
great shape. Two weeks should see militia dances successful. The solthis structure completed and the diers boys started out on their own
painters then will be given a chance accord to run weekly dances for the
to put on the finishing touches on all club, but with meager success. It
is the plan of Mrs. O'Brien now to
of the county bridges.
give dances every Wednesday and
Saturday nights. Th be"1
PIANO 'BUYERSl
Is .always flurnlslhed and with the
l
Write NOW to the
Music Co., Denver, Colorado, for excellent floor those who attend the
their illustrated catalogue, "prices and dances should have a good time.
terms, and big list of special bargains
in slightly used pianos-anplayer-piano--
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First National Bank

a
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Las Vegas, faew Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

,

.

;

Je

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
"iff."

D. RAYNOLDS.

-

-

Cashier

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Aa't CashieY

I!

c
1

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
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Our Pride Flour
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Knight-Campbel-
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Chop
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Bran
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Home Grown

Shorts
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Pure

and all ikirids of :raffif Hay

l

BOCKVHEAT

a

'

rJ fhone

4 lbs for 25c

Maib 131

Just what yon want these
cool mornings.
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FLOUR

Las Vegas RoLLERiMiLLS
w

Coffee Will Advance in Price

an

J. H.
.

.

STEARNS

GROCER.
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H
pot
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A good
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in your
is to get

beginning

your soiled linen

out
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brings
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ig electri-
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Chase & Sanborn's Famous Coffees

:

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

,

Onion (& Son
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phone Main 462

show you the linei

,.i

,.

,

GREEN BERG ER
'.i.'V'A SQUARE DEAL"

For Eighteen Cents
you can have a twenty candle
power lam j
luij Icur

lur

It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty handsNo
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light a.nd
Po w r Co.

,

Why Rent a Furnished House?
i

..f

.

....
-

'i

Did it ever occur to you that you are
paying $5.00 to $10.00 a month extra

'

rent on a furniture
Last night marked the opening of
the boxball bowling alleys by R. L.
Willson in the building formerly occupied by ThornhiU's flower store on
Sixth avenue and this winter the lov
ers of the sport can play to' their
heart's delight The alleys awe of
the latest and best design, made by
the American Bowlina Alley company. They are an Improvement over
the others in that the pins are shape.l
instead' of being flat slabs. At present there are but two alleys bat Mr.
Willson has sent in an order for a
Mr. Willson
boxball ten pin alley.
plans to organize leagues among the
various branches of business and this
should meet with great success, box-ba- ll
being a fine, healthy .sport It
is also bis plan after the alley gets
a start to offer a prize to the star
bowler each day and the one having
thehighest score for the week. Box-ba- ll
parties probably . will be popu-la- i
i
this winter,
,

investment

of

$50.00 and not more than $100.00?
'

-

'.We will sell you the furnirure on these terms and then it

will be yours.

"

Come in

;

;
and talk tous about it today.

'
t

J.C: JOHNSEN & SON
. .

,

:

"Complete Furnishers of the Home".

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque

Oct

9-1-

19117""

4,

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Qlenn H. Curtiss, Director

'Birdmen'' of international' repute wilf thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

$1000
to be raced
'

v.

Was

"Bull" Durham Stake for

"Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct.

2:1a Pacers
13. This suke
fc

"''''

given by the Blackwell Prfrham Tobacco' Co.

Base Ball Everjr Day

Etcftin

:

Ilobo Kic$

'
Feature Upoir Feature
Fun by the Ton!
Instructive Departments
4
y

REE

.

with each $1.00

Cash Purchase

' "".

Special rates on all railroads.
Isaacs Barth, Pres.
John & HcManus,
.7'

.

(from October 15th, 1911)

'

!

';

Secy-Mnjj- r.

1

For Sa.le

R.adrxY8

Vr iThese rams aitf'speciallr bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We bave had, them at
nrranch since the.lst of July." They are in fine shape for service
thisfalh Would, be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at ourstation, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For fnrthigr particulars address,
?
Van Houten Co.
j'''
P.
:??
' r.
N. M.
.i,
.

.

v

I

-

.

"

350 Head of Iambouillet and Delaine Merino Rama

617 Douglas

The beautiful dart green of these elegant decorative .materials
contrasts so well with the white of dishes and table linen as o
make them indispensable to any well-se- t
table. '

lasts io

' V. v.

Last night the temperature drop
ped to 25 degrees registering the
lowest of the fall, and it was not un
til noon that It really warmed up
enough to ibe comfortable without an
overcoat, Fair weather, but at the
same time cold temperature. Is prophesied for the rest of the week. Colo
rado and even as far south as Raton
got snow last night and but for the
;old it seems likely that Las Vegas
would have been treated In a similar
.
manner.

our

per bunch

laly

official.

PARSLEY'
5 and 10 cents

will

t"

thini

Judgments in tax suits in Mora
county to the amountof several thousand dollars have been signed by
the court. This means that the coun
ty is ahead a large amount of money
that It probably never would have
received unless recourse to the court
bad been obtained. District AttorneyCharles W. G. Ward has made a
good record in tax collections as well
as in his other activities as a pubj;

''bish.,.:,:-;:;- -'

SKIILAX

.

;

i

We are Sole Ajents for

i':;M

one-eight-

'"'

Si'

.

3 i(f 6weeks, whereas, it takes other waiMacturert selSIn
the usual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish ' the same

;

Decision in favor the plaintiff has
been made by the court In' the case
of Bonifacio Gandcrt against William
v. Dawkins and others.
The case
was a suit to quiet title to a tract of
land composing
of
of the Mora land grant.
The case had 'been on the dockets
of the court for some time.

;'::t;:
ives the customer all' the' neiy

,v

cal sign put up in front of the White
Kitchen. The word "Cafe"; Is spelled
m electric lights with Uhe words
"White Kitchen' in white-ove- r
it
The sign extends out over the sidewalk, and is one of the prettiest in
.
the. city.
........
',.

Las Veas Steam
,
Laundry
Phone Main

tkt

This method

your whole Week's work will be
made easier.
call

-

Line Selling System
Direct From Factory to Wearer

way, the quickest and most satisfactory..- way, la to have us
'come and .get it, thte will do,
away with "Blue Monday," and

A 'phone
'
wagon.

We have all the New Fall Styles.

t

Hllarlo Gonzales applied this morn
at the court house for 2 as boun-on a ooyot killed by Mm near
Ms residence in .Tramentina.
Gus Lehman has had

..

.

The Regal People Use the Straight

trig

one useful Glass

6 foot strings 25 cents each;

SJa

'T

.

convention Wednesday, October 25 in
'
Kaokers hall.
.

?

Buy Now
-

-

week's housework.:

fo
gr

toginnintf'-

Home Ground

P

than ever tefor'6

that tired feeling.
The democrats of San Miguel coun'
ty have decided to hold their county

Boxball will cure

Try it.

-

Mur-hey'-

Phone Maln'i'93 or 194

Empress Flour Used During Exhibition

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
to the wood. Direct from distillery
tb you. At the Lobby, of course. .

T.

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every
detail, is nowhere. We are better prepared to please you

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

"Vhite Kitchen, tho Live

SHOES

"REGA

Mr. and Mrs. East, experts from factory, will be glad to
soow you all about the MAJESTIC
Come in whether you
want to buy orhot.

Schoonmaker is local agent
for th Northewettern Mutual Life Insurance company. . J

Sweet Michigan
Concords
Y

MAJESTIC COOKING EXHIBIT

Boxball tonight

And Again

;

LO CAL NEWS

Assortment in north window

J.

SKmakr,

'
'

at

':

BOUCHEITS
,

.

(Th Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIED AOS HIT THE BULLS EYE

DeMiscGFio

'

for Tbo

QaMdi

